CCG Mergers April 2021 and beyond
Building the case for change; communications and
engagement
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Welcome
Lou Patten
Chief Executive
NHS Clinical Commissioners
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Some background
• Rapidly changing NHS landscape
• Need to improve population health, collaborate and to drive
efficiencies at scale
• Policy drivers LTP and most recently ‘System by default’
• Accelerated system working during Covid 19
• What’s the latest on CCG mergers for 2020/21?
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Aims of today
• Hear the latest update and overview of the mergers programme for 2020/21
• Learn from the experience of recently merged CCGs
• Building the case for change
• Understand how stakeholder engagement with member practices, local partners, and the public is critical when forming a new CCG

• Understand key lessons on approaching consultation and engagement
• Ask our speakers any burning questions you have and any additional support needs
NOTE – the webinar (and slides) will be recorded and available after to listen to again or share with colleagues –
NHSCC website and the Kahootz platform
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The agenda
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Lou Patten, NHS Clinical Commissioners
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Mergers overview: what have we learnt to date and context for the 20/21 mergers programme’
•
Includes Q&A

Iain Eaves, NHS England and NHS Improvement
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Building the case for change
•
Case study – Kent and Medway CCG
•
Q&A
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Dr Bob Bowes, Kent and Medway CCG
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Gerard Hanratty, Browne Jacobson LLP
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Q&A
Exploring support needs for the year ahead
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NHSEI support
•
NHSCC support
•
Delegate suggestions
Close
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Lou Patten, CEO NHS Clinical Commissioners

CCG mergers overview: what have we learnt to date and context
for the 20/21 mergers programme

Iain Eaves
Director of Oversight and Assessment
NHS England and NHS Improvement

‘Every ICS will need streamlined commissioning arrangements to enable a single set of commissioning
decisions at system level… This will typically involve a single CCG for each ICS area. CCGs will become
leaner, more strategic organisations that support providers to partner with local government and other
community organisations on population health, service redesign and Long Term Plan implementation.’
NHS Long Term Plan, January 2019
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Programme vision
To support the creation of new clinically-led CCGs which
operate efficiently, at scale and as part of ICSs; the new
CCGs will retain a focus on population health needs,
working in partnership with local authorities, GP member
practices and others to deliver better health outcomes for
people and communities.
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Current picture…
• 20 CCGs coterminous with ICSs/STPs as a result of 28
mergers involving 104 CCGs
• 2015–19:

10 mergers; 30 CCGs

• 2020:

18 mergers; 74 CCGs

• 115 CCGs across the other 22 STPs
• CCG population size now ranges from 96k to 1.8m
9
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What have we learned to date?
• Developing a clear ‘case for change’ is key
• Take stakeholders with you on the journey from the outset
• New CCG constitution development – engage GP members at an early stage
• Ensure that adequate attention is paid to HR / OD
• The technical aspects of merger are relatively straightforward!
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What have we learned to date?
• Investment in programme management and merger governance pays off. Plan for
the peaks; build in flexibility; be clear about who will make key decisions, how and
when.
• Due diligence – each existing CCG needs to know their assets and liabilities
(including their staff!).
• Don’t go it alone – make use of the support on offer and help one another.
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We want to continue to learn & improve together
• We are always seeking to improve
the process and strike the appropriate
balance between our assessment
and support roles

• Please give us feedback
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CCG Mergers in April 2021
Our experience in Kent and Medway
Bob Bowes, Vice Clinical Chair

Identify and empower leaders to….
Understand the environment of the new CCG you are creating;
from a commissioning perspective (the patients and the tax
payers)
Add to that a statement about what needs to be done
All areas will be different but in Kent and Medway that meant…….

……The Clinical Case for Change
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many patients in hospital could get better care in other settings
Prevention – underinvested and not delivering
GPs and their teams understaffed
People with some long term conditions not receiving the best care
Some urgent and emergency services are not best quality or
accessibility
Inefficiencies in planned care
Outcomes for those with mental ill health need to be improved
Inequalities in health outcomes
CCGs too small to address the above
Some health economies financially unsustainable
Efficiency savings (Carter) of £190m are not being made

Analyse and articulate your case for change in a way that meets the
concerns of stakeholders:
• The people
• Your CCG staff
• Providers in all sectors including primary care, social care and
voluntary/community sector
• Member practices
• Local authorities, upper and lower tier
• MPs
• Regulators
• Vocal campaigners

What are the risks? Of merging ? Of not merging?
Different groupings have different views, sometimes even within
a single grouping
What are the compelling messages?
Many larger organisations were impatient for the CCGs to
become one; member practices, local politicians and vocal
patients felt more concerned
Loss of local focus, engagement and influence was a constant
theme in concerns

Working with member practices and the LMC,
we identified and addressed their concerns:
• Primary care - an integral and equal partner of the local system through
ICPs. They will determine clinical priorities, pathway design and
allocation of resource with partners
• A collective ownership of health and wellbeing across localities, rather
than organisations being internally focused
• Primary care will be ‘the golden thread’ through the new landscape: at
PCN, ICP and CCG level
• Maximising the potential of PCNs
• Local GP representation on single CCG Governing Body
• G/PMS budgets protected and where possible enhanced
• Familiar faces in primary care commissioning roles / customer care
teams to remain
• A great opportunity to shape the emerging ICS

So how’s it turned out?
Getting through the merger application gets you to the start line.
Merger day is the beginning of the journey rather than an end in itself.
Would I recommend merging in the middle of the biggest global health
emergency in a life time? It depends….
•
•
•
•

Covid has been a big stress test for the new CCG
Came just at the time as the executive team was being recruited
But our response to specific challenges (PPE, Oxygen + bed capacity) and
now restart would not have been as good if we were still 8 separate CCGs.
Intelligence, analysis and response were all stronger and quicker than they
could have been across 8 organisations

Covid has affected our ability to address some elements of our case for change,
but brought others into sharper focus (e.g. inequalities) and it has been easier
to influence this kind of agenda for the whole system

NHS Clinical Commissioners
CCG Mergers
Communications and
engagement

Gerard Hanratty
And
Karen Barker
15 July 2020

Communications and engagement (1)
• Who do you need to Communicate and engage with?
•

Member practices

•

Stakeholders – public, LAs, ICS members, politicians…….

• Involving the public
•

s.14Z2 NHS Act – duty of public involvement and consultation – applies to changes to
commissioning arrangements for health services commissioned by a CCG

•

NHS (CCG) Regulations 2012, Schedule 2 and 3 [issues NHSE must consider]
•

Likely impact of variation or dissolution on those for whom the CCG has responsibility

•

Extent to which CCG has sought views of individuals to whom relevant health services
are or may be provided and how they have been taken into account

Browne Jacobson LLP ⏐ Nottinghamshire ICS Governance Review | ICS & CCG Workshop 25.02.20
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Communications and engagement (2)
•

Merger Criteria - Ability to engage with local communities

• Local Authorities
• reg.24 The Local Authority (Public Health, HWBs and Health Scrutiny) Regulations 2013 –
obligation to consult LA in reg.23 (substantial development or variation) does not apply to a
proposal to establish or dissolve a CCG

•

NHS (CCG) Regulations 2012, Schedule 2 and 3 [issues NHSE must consider] - Extent to
which CCG has sought the views of unitary LAs and upper-tier CCs

•

Merger Criteria – alignment with local STP/ICS; Coterminosity with LAs;

• What to consider?
• Comprehensive communication and engagement plan
• What is the best involvement mechanism?
• What is best method to get all the relevant information
Browne Jacobson LLP ⏐ Nottinghamshire ICS Governance Review | ICS & CCG Workshop 25.02.20
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The journey to merger
Norfolk and Waveney CCGs
Karen Barker
Associate Director Corporate Affairs
and ICS Development

15 July 2020

Norfolk and Waveney in 2017
• Three major providers in special measures with significant concerns around
quality of care to patients
• Fragile and unresilient services – often due to failure to compromise and
integrate
• Postcode lottery – variation in provision
• Failing to meet key constitutional standards – A&E, RTT, cancer, mental health
• Some of the poorest health outcomes when benchmarked nationally
• Rising demand

System Challenges - structure
• £70 million CCG QIPP programme
• A system that requires significant end of year additional financial support in order to
meet a planned deficit of £16.4m
• Workforce challenges
• Least mature digital system
• One of the lowest capital investment programmes/budgets

Slow decision making
Poor reputation nationally

What has led the CCGs to merge?
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We started to work closer together…..

January, 2015

Joint Strategic Commissioning Committee started

Late 2017 to 2018 Consideration of a single management team began,
internal discussions with individual GB members
November 2018

Five CCGs agreed to appoint single AO

January 2019

NHS Long Term Plan ‘typically’ 1 CCG per ICS April 2021

April 2019

Single AO and single CFO appointed

July 2019

NHSE/I wrote to us all

Working together in partnership

Why merge?
•

The issues GPs tell us they want fixed most are system issues (such as NSFT, acutes,
ambulance).
CCGs have not succeeded in fixing them alone. We now need a system-approach from commissioners.

•

CCGs have to save 20% of running costs by April 2020.
Why continue to pay for five Governing Bodies and supporting structures (at an annual cost of £1.4m)?
We’re already creating one staff team.

•
•

Take control of our destiny
It is national policy that there should be one CCG per ICS. If we don’t do this we may be told to do so

Safeguarding our strengths
•

Local focus is a priority

•

Clinical leadership is paramount

•

Clinical advice and collaboration still at the
centre of our work

•

Supporting the development of GPPOs and
PCNs is the way ahead

•

Continuing to assist practices improve
resilience is essential

Key elements of our rationale
For better quality and performance: There are significant quality and performance
concerns which are better addressed by one unified strategic commissioning approach.
For a stronger financial performance and use of resources: - demonstrable cost
savings
For improved integrated care: By doing things once not five times, we will be able to
make decisions faster and share best practice. Focus more on improved more
integrated care, working alongside partners.
Delivering consistent STP-wide strategies: Having one single strategic commissioner
is key in leadership and development of strategy across the system.
Strengthening the impact of our clinical resource

The big questions - partners
Q

What do we need to get this over the line?

1. Agreement of HOSC to proceed with engagement (not consultation)
2. Support of HealthWatches, HWBs
3. A momentum of support from councils, MPs, stakeholder groups
Q

How do we get it?

1. Informal reassurance conversations with HOSC – this is backroom work, not a
major service change
2. Personal contact between CEO and HealthWatches / HWBs
3. Setting out a strong, clear rationale for change and writing to key stakeholders
garnering support, reminding them to send in feedback if required.

The big questions - public
Q

What do we need to get this over the line?

Evidence of engagement
No campaign against
Q

How do we get it?

Well publicised engagement document issued to PPGs, stakeholders, councils,
media etc
Responding to concerns as they come in (not letting challenges fester)
* Note – there was the beginning of opposition raised by two councillors and an MP
but this was largely late in the day and did not get traction

How we have engaged with local people
• We engaged with local people over four weeks from 6 August - 6 September,
2019.
• An online survey was produced, together with a detailed engagement
document, which was circulated to stakeholders, patients, public and CCG
staff.
• Participants could complete a survey or feedback in writing. An Easy Read
document was also prepared and available online.
• There were 245 completed responses to the online survey.
• Feedback was largely in favour of the merger but concerns were raised about
potential loss of local focus.

Demonstrate the benefits to people
•

Projects that are working well in one CCG are being rolled out
across other areas, such as the Network Escalation Avoidance
Teams (developed in Norwich) and the Prescription Ordering
Direct (POD) service (developed in Great Yarmouth and
Waveney)

•

Reducing clinical variation – for example we have increased
IVF in South Norfolk from 0 cycles to 2 cycles, the same as
other parts of Norfolk and Waveney

•

And we’ll be saving NHS money and staff time by having 1
CCG, not 5

The big questions - practices
Q

What do we need to get this over the line?

• Majority agreement by member practices within each CCG
Q

What assurances do they need?

• LCSs – will our income be affected? NO
• Will CCG spending ringfenced per ‘locality’? NO
• Will you change our locally agreed pathways/services? No need to if they work

Feedback - Practices
(LMC has indicated informally it approves of the direction of travel)

How will GPPOs
continue in the
future?

Practice
questions
include:

The future of
PMS money
(this will be
ringfenced for
each CCG area)

Governance –
what voice will
Councils of
Members have?

What will
happens to
LES’s?

Finance – will
CCGs that
achieve financial
balance
subsidise those
in deficit

QIPP - some
practices
perceive they
have ‘done their
bit’ and would
subsidise others
in a merged CCG

How practices voted
• The 105 GP practices which form the membership of the CCGs were
asked to formally vote on the proposal in September 2019.
• 79 votes were cast and 72 voted in favour (91%), which is regarded as a
very high ‘turnout’ and a high positive response.
• NHS England and Improvement authorised the CCGs application to merge
in principle and this was ratified at CCG Governing Body meeting in public.

Timeline - merger
16 July 2019

Governing Bodies workshop to discuss merger

2 August –
13 September 2019

Practice and Stakeholder Engagement Period

13 September –
19 September 2019

Practices Vote (1 Week)

30 September 2019

Submission to merge to NHSE/I

16 October 2019

Merger approved ‘in principle’ with only two,
standard conditions

1 April 2020

Launched NHS Norfolk and Waveney CCG

The impact of Covid 19
• The NHS response to the Covid 19 incident has meant that staff have had to be
re-deployed away from business as usual to assisting with the incident.
• The timing of this incident in Norfolk and Waveney meant that it had limited impact
as essentially most of our merger work was completed before this time. Therefore
we were able to complete the merger team with a limited team.
• For systems looking to merge in 2020/21 the tip would be to try and ring fence
some capacity to focus on the merger work if this is possible. Especially at project
manager level. A good project manager who is dedicated to this work and can
ensure the work is progressing is essential to the success of the merger.

Top tips
• Have a clear case for change
• Be aware upfront of what partners, public, GPs will be concerned about, and have
plans to respond and mitigate
• Reach a consensus with all governing bodies first, by holding all discussions in
one room together
• Be clear what will need to continue locally as well as opportunities centrally
• Work closely with NHSE/I
• Merger Steering Group
• Lots of organisational development and communications from the start

Exploring support needs for the year ahead

www.nhscc.org

CCG mergers support offer from NHSEI 2020/21

Rachel Gregson
Head of CCG Mergers Programme
NHS England and NHS Improvement

CCG Mergers Programme 2020/21
System Oversight Committee

External specialist
support –
Governance and
constitutions

Internal Functions
- Comms & Engagement
- Public Participation
- Commercial
- Finance
- HR and OD
- Legal
- Co-commissioning
- Primary Care & System
Transformation including
population health management
- Analytics/informatics

Commissioning
Support Units
(services
commissioned by
NHSEI)

CFO

East of
Englan
d

SRO
North
East &
Yorkshire

National
CCG
Mergers
Team

Midlands

North
West

South
West

London
South
East

NHSCC – CCG representation and
development

Merging CCGs

Specialist Service
Suppliers
- NHS Digital
- NHS SBS
- NHS BSA
- Capita (Primary Care Support
England)

‘I was the Executive lead for the merger process of the six Nottingham and
Nottinghamshire CCGs. Hayley provided a business critical role in relation to
our merger process, and was a huge support throughout our journey.
Providing a link between the regional and my local team, and a conduit for
analysing and interpreting the national guidance was a core benefit, alongside
providing a link between ourselves and other systems, for best practice
recommendations, and, in preparation for our merger interviews and the
physical submission. I personally was grateful for her support in unblocking
process issues, and her continued commitment to ensuring we had the best
possible case for merger. I would thoroughly recommend this role in future
system CCG mergers, and Hayley in particular.’
Sarah Carter, Nottingham and Nottinghamshire CCG
NHS England and NHS Improvement

• Guidance

• FutureNHS Collaboration
Platform (Kahootz)

• Peer support

• Further webinars
48

england.ccgmergers@nhs.net

NHS England and NHS Improvement

Any questions?
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